AllSee Interactive Touchscreens Reduce Costs, Save Time and Enhance Teaching & Learning

“We had been interested in interactive touchscreens for a while but they were always too expensive. However, after learning about AllSee and comparing their costs to the alternatives I was pleasantly surprised. We are very happy with the results - the teachers find them easy to use, our students are more engaged in lessons, plus I don’t have to worry about replacing projector bulbs anymore.” Dharmendra Kesra | IT Network Manager

Case Study Overview

County: United Kingdom
Industry: Education

Customer Profile
A mixed secondary school with academy status based in North London

Business Situation
Projectors and IWBs are becoming expensive to maintain and are coming to the end of their lifecycle.

Solution
Replace aging projectors and IWBs with 65” AllSee Interactive Touchscreens.

Benefits
- Enhances teaching and learning through increased interactivity and engagement.
- Lower Total Cost of Ownership over the lifetime of the Interactive Touchscreens.
- Significant reduction in maintenance and management time for the IT department.

Situation
Park View needed a more cost effective and high performance solution to replace their aging projectors and Interactive Whiteboards. As a school, using interactive technology to enhance teaching and learning is a priority. However it was also important to find a solution that not only reduce costs but is also easy to manage and maintain.

Solution
64TEQ suggested AllSee 65” Touchscreens as an alternative to replace their aging interactive whiteboards and projectors. Dharmendra Kesra, IT Network Manager at Park View commented “We had been interested in interactive touchscreens for a while but they were always too expensive. However, after learning about AllSee and comparing their costs to the alternatives I was pleasantly surprised. We are very happy with the results - the teachers find them easy to use, our students are more engaged in lessons, plus I don’t have to worry about replacing projector bulbs anymore.”

Benefits
Lower Total Cost of Ownership

Until recently the cost of interactive touchscreens has been quite high however there has now been a significant reduction in price. When you factor in the cost savings of projector bulbs over the lifetime of a touchscreen they are a much more cost effective solution.

Increase Interactivity and Engagement

With multiple touchpoints and higher levels of responsivity the AllSee touchscreens give an improved learning experience for the students. They are also easy to use for the teachers and importantly have great readability from a distance.

 Saves Time and Effort
One of best things about touchscreens is they give IT departments in schools more time to focus on what matters, rather than spending time changing projector bulbs and calibrating IWBs. All touchscreens come with a 3 year next business day onsite warranty as standard and lifetime technical support.

If you would like a free trial unit please call or email 64TEQ.